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Abstract: Correlated random bit generation is investigated using three optically injected
chaotic semiconductor lasers. Based on a rate-equation model, a continuous-wave injection
first perturbs a common laser into chaos. The common laser then optically injects a pair
of response lasers through a public channel unidirectionally. The two response lasers of
identical parameters are synchronized. Their chaotic emissions are digitized in yielding
correlated random bit streams. As the scheme advantageously involves no feedback loops,
the output bits contain no undesirable time-delay information artifacts. Security is ensured
as the response lasers produce bits that cannot be extracted using the information in the
public channel alone. Output bit streams are generated at a tunable rate of up to about
2 Gbps with randomness verified by a test suite of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology. The streams are correlated with a low bit error ratio of less than 4%, which is
sensitive to parameter mismatch between the response lasers.

Index Terms: Semiconductor lasers, injection-locked lasers, random bit generation, chaos.

1. Introduction
Secure key distribution between two parties relies on the extraction of correlated information [1]–[9].
Generation of correlated waveforms is possible using synchronized chaotic semiconductor lasers,
as they provide wide signal bandwidths for high raw bit rates in key extraction [10]–[14]. Chaos syn-
chronization of two communicating lasers A and B has been achieved through bidirectional coupling
in various forms [15]–[23], where the two lasers can be individually perturbed by feedback [16]–[18],
the coupling can be realized indirectly through a third laser [20]–[22], and an additional coupling can
be applied using a common drive [23]. Bidirectional coupling over a public channel risks exposure of
the information of lasers A and B, though the information is usually well hidden by chaotic dynamics.

Alternatively, to completely eliminate the possibility of exposing lasers A and B, unidirectional
coupling from a common source has also been devised for chaos synchronization of the two lasers.
The consistency of the responses of the two lasers enables the synchronized emission [24]–[27].
The lasers A and B can be simply injected by the common source without additional perturba-
tion [28]–[30], but it can also be subject to self-feedback and with cascaded injection for yield-
ing an increased complexity [3], [6], [31]. The common source can be realized using amplified
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Fig. 1. Schematic of CRBG using semiconductor lasers under unidirectional optical injection. M, mas-
ter laser; C, common laser; A and B, response lasers; PD, photodetector; ADC, analogue-to-digital
converter; XOR, exclusive-or.

spontaneous emission noise or randomly phase-modulated laser light [2], [3], [24], [25]. White
noise sources have to be sufficiently strong for inducing synchronization of the chaotic dynamics of
lasers A and B, though interesting experimental results have been reported [31].

Recently, the common source was realized by a chaotic laser subject to optical feedback for
synchronizing the response lasers [32]–[36]. The common semiconductor laser is driven into chaos
by the optical feedback. The response lasers A and B are also in chaos and are synchronized,
although their waveforms are significantly different from that of the common laser. Correlated
random bit generation (CRBG) was further demonstrated for key distribution by digitizing the chaotic
waveforms of the response lasers [2], [3]. However, as the common laser was subject to optical
feedback, its waveform inevitably contains residual autocorrelation that reveals the information of
the feedback round-trip time [37]–[39]. The residual correlation can also be observed in the injected
response lasers as inherited from the common laser under feedback [29], [40]. Such a residual
correlation corresponds to artifacts in the random bits, which would in principle impose limitations
on the tunability of the output bit rate in CRBG [41], [42]. Although the injection parameters can
be optimized for minimizing the residuals, they cannot be simultaneously optimized for maximizing
the correlation of the output bits. The elimination of all feedback loops becomes an interesting
possibility for CRBG.

In this paper, CRBG is investigated using only unidirectional optical injection of semiconductor
lasers based on a rate-equation model. The common laser is first driven into chaos by a continuous-
wave (CW) optical injection. The common laser then unidirectionally injects the two response lasers
A and B over a public channel. The chaotic emission waveforms from the response lasers are
independently digitized into random bit streams, which are correlated when the response lasers are
synchronized. Due to the absence of optical feedback, the chaotic waveforms contain no time-delay
information, so the randomness of the output bits is sustained over a continuously tunable output
bit rate. CRBG with a tunable output bit rate reaching 2 Gbps is shown with randomness verified by
a test suite of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The correlated random bit
streams has a bit error ratio of less than 4% that is sensitive to the parameter mismatch between
the two response lasers. Security is also verified as the response lasers share nearly no mutual
information with the injection light in the public channel.

2. Setup
Fig. 1 shows the schematic for CRBG using semiconductor lasers under unidirectional optical
injection. A total of four single-mode semiconductor lasers are considered. First, through an optical
circulator in Fig. 1, a CW master laser M injects a common laser C into chaotic dynamics [42].
The injection into laser C is specified by a normalized strength ξC and a detuning frequency fC.
The injection strength ξC is proportional to the injection field amplitude. The detuning frequency
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fC is the frequency difference of the master laser M from the free-running optical frequency of the
common laser C. Then, the chaotic emission of C is split by a 3-dB coupler into two fiber paths for
unidirectional injection into two response lasers A and B. The fibers are in the public domain with a
possibility of being tapped by an eavesdropper, but the two response lasers scramble the injected
light by their nonlinear dynamics which the eavesdropper cannot access. The response lasers are
each subject to the chaotic injection of strength ξ. They are operated at the same free-running optical
frequency. So the free-running frequency of the common laser C with respect to that of the response
lasers A and B is denoted by one detuning frequency f . As a result of the common injection from C,
the response lasers A and B emit chaotically in synchrony. Each of the reponse lasers is detected
by a photodetector (PD) that is followed by an electronic analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) of
1-bit resolution and of a sampling rate fs, where an exclusive-or (XOR) operation is subsequently
applied after a delay line for suppressing bias [40]. Thus, using identical postprocessing after the
PDs, the synchronized response lasers A and B generate correlated output bit streams bA(t) and
bB(t), respectively.

Numerically, the dynamics of the common laser C in Fig. 1 is described by the normalized complex
intracavity field amplitude aC(t) and charge carrier density ñC(t). The dynamics for the two response
lasers A and B in Fig. 1 are described by their normalized fields aA(t) and aB(t), which are associated
with charge carrier densities ñA(t) and ñB(t), respectively. The rate equations for the common laser
C are [43]–[46]:

daC

dt
= 1 − ib

2

[
γcγn

γsJ̃
ñC − γp(|aC|2 − 1)

]
aC

+ ξCγc exp(−i2πfCt) + F C, (1)

dñC

dt
= −(γs + γn|aC|2)ñC

− γsJ̃
(

1 − γp

γc
|aC|2

)
(|aC|2 − 1), (2)

where the Langevin noise term F C(t) represents the spontaneous emission noise within laser C [47].
The term with ξC in (1) represents the optical injection from the CW master laser M into the common
laser C at a detuning frequency of fC. Similarly, the rate equations for the response lasers A and B
are [30], [33]:

daA,B

dt
= 1 − ib

2

[
γcγn

γsJ̃
ñA,B − γp(|aA,B|2 − 1)

]
aA,B

+ ξγcaC(t) exp(−i2πf t) + F A,B, (3)

dñA,B

dt
= −(γs + γn|aA,B|2)ñA,B

− γsJ̃
(

1 − γp

γc
|aA,B|2

)
(|aA,B|2 − 1). (4)

Although (aA, ñA) and (aB, ñB) obey the same (3) and (4), they are stochastically under the influences
of different Langevin noise F A(t) and F B(t) originating independently within A and B. Synchronization
of A and B is possible because of the term with aC in (3) for the common injection from C [30], [33]. For
simplicity, except when mismatches are introduced, all injected lasers in Fig. 1 are modeled using a
typical set of dynamical parameters [45]: cavity decay rate γc = 5.36 × 1011 s−1, spontaneous car-
rier relaxation rate γs = 5.96 × 109 s−1, differential carrier relaxation rate γn = 7.53 × 109 s−1, non-
linear carrier relaxation rate γp = 1.91 × 1010 s−1, linewidth enhancement factor b = 3.2, and
normalized bias current above threshold J̃ = 1.222. The corresponding relaxation resonance fre-
quency is 10.25 GHz for all of the injected lasers. The Langevin terms F C, F A, and F B have the
same strength that corresponds to a 10-MHz free-running linewidth for each laser [42]. Second-
order Runge-Kutta integrations are conducted on (1)–(4) with a time step of 2.38 ps and a time
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Fig. 2. Chaotic emission (i) intensity time series, (ii) power spectra, and (iii) intensity autocorrelation
functions for (a) common laser C, (b) response laser A, and (c) response laser B.

span of 60 μs in yielding normalized emission intensities |aC(t)|2, |aA(t)|2, and |aB(t)|2 for the lasers
C, A, and B, respectively.

3. Results
Fig. 2(i) shows the emission intensity time series of the common laser C and the response lasers A
and B. The intensity time series can be Fourier-transformed into the power spectra in Fig. 2(ii). Their
autocorrelation functions are shown in Fig. 2(iii). The injection parameters from the master laser M
into the common laser C are fixed at (ξC, fC) = (0.05, 6.26 GHz). Such CW injection is sufficient
to drive the common laser C into chaotic dynamics, yielding the quickly varying irregular intensity
|aC(t)|2 in Fig. 2(a-i). The corresponding power spectra in Fig. 2(a-ii) is broadband with a peak at
around the relaxation resonance frequency of 10.25 GHz for laser C, where the effective chaotic
bandwidth is about 7 GHz [48]. The autocorrelation function for the time series |aC(t)|2 is shown in
Fig. 2(a-iii). Interestingly, as the delay time increases from zero, the amplitude of the autocorrelation
function rapidly diminishes. There is no residual peaks because the chaotic intensity waveform
never repeats, which is attributed to the absence of time-delayed feedback loops in Fig. 1 [49].
Therefore, by using an optically injected common laser, undesired time-delay information is totally
absent in the response lasers.

The chaotic emission from the common laser C is then optically injected into the two response
lasers A and B, as Fig. 1 indicates, where a common set of injection parameters (ξ, f ) = (0.2,
−5 GHz) is adopted. The chaotic injection forces the response lasers into emitting the erratic
intensity time series |aA(t)|2 and |aB(t)|2 in Figs. 2(b-i) and 2(c-i), respectively. The emission intensity
time series of A and B are nearly identical. This is because of the synchrony induced in the two
lasers by the common injection from C. However, the emission from A and B in Figs. 2(b-i) and
2(c-i) are different from the emission of C in Fig. 2(a-i) because lasers A and B provide nonlinear
dynamical scrambling of the waveform. The power spectra in Figs. 2(b-ii) and 2(c-ii) for the emission
from A and B again peak at around the relaxation resonance frequency of 10.25 GHz, but they have
a much greater effective bandwidth of 18 GHz due to the bandwidth enhancement by the chaotic
optical injection [50], [51]. Thus, the intensity time series for A and B fluctuate more quickly as
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Fig. 3. Correlation plots of the emission intensities from lasers (i) (C, A), (ii) (C, B), and (iii) (A, B).

compare to that for C. The corresponding autocorrelation functions for A and B in Figs. 2(b-iii) and
2(c-iii) again diminish quickly in amplitude, allowing the generation of random bits on the order of
Gbps [13]. The time for diminishing is dependent on the relaxation resonance frequency, which can
be further increased by increasing the laser bias current. Moreover, no residual peaks are observed
due to the absence of time-delayed feedback loops in Fig. 1 [49]. The lack of such time-delay
information artifact in the response lasers implies randomness irrespective of the sampling rate fs
of the ADCs [41]. Therefore, CRBG with continuous tunability of the bit rate is enabled by using the
optically injected common laser.

To examine the quality of chaos synchronization of lasers A and B through the common injection
from C, Fig. 3 shows the correlation plots of the emission intensities, which are sampled every
2.38 ps over a duration of about 0.1 μs. Fig. 3(i) plots |aC(t)|2 against |aA(t)|2. The data points are
quite scattered because of the nonlinear dynamics of A. The injection from C perturbs A, rather
than locking A, so that the cross-correlation coefficient between their emission intensities is only
about 0.82 [41]. A weaker cross-correlation of the intensity is possible if the common waveform is
hidden in the optical phase of the injection, but the approach requires the usage of external phase
modulators [3], [31]. Fig. 3(ii) plots |aC(t)|2 against |aB(t)|2 in which similarly scattered data points
are observed. By contrast, Fig. 3(iii) reveals a much stronger correlation between A and B. The plot
for |aA(t)|2 against |aB(t)|2 essentially lies on a straight line, where the cross-correlation coefficient is
evaluated as greater than 0.99. Thus, the response lasers A and B are successfully synchronized,
while their emissions differ from that of the common laser C. An eavesdropper in the public channel
in Fig. 1 can obtain the emission intensity from C, but yet cannot deduce the emission intensities of
A and B.

The chaotic emissions from A and B are used to generate binary bit streams bA(t) and bB(t), as
Fig. 1 shows. The ADCs are assumed to have a limited analogue detection bandwidth of 8 GHz,
which is controlled by a digital infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. The sampling rate fs is set at
2 GHz. The digitization thresholds of the ADCs are set at the time-average of the intensity signals.
The delay lines in Fig. 1 for the XOR operations are set at 5 ns as realizable by electrical cables [41].
As a result of the above processing, the output streams bA(t) and bB(t) each has a bit rate of 2 Gbps.
For analyzing the security of the schematic in Fig. 1, an eavesdropper is assumed to adopt the
same configurations for the PD, ADC, and XOR operation such that a binary bit stream bC(t) is
generated directly from the emission of C in the public channel. The three bit streams bA, bB, and
bC are compared in Fig. 4. The injection strength ξ is varied under a fixed f = −5 GHz in Fig. 4(i),
whilst the injection detuning frequency f is varied under a fixed ξ = 0.2 in Fig. 4(ii). The bit streams
are compared quantitatively by the bit error ratio (closed symbols) and bit mutual information (open
symbols). The error ratio between a pair of bit streams measures the proportion of unequal bits
amongst all bits. The mutual information between a pair of bit streams measures their mutual
dependence [2], [37].

If the nonlinear dynamics of laser A perfectly scrambles the injected waveform, the bit streams
(bA, bC) become totally independent such that their error ratio and mutual information approach
50% and 0, respectively. Fig. 4(a) shows the actual comparison of bA and bC. As ξ increases from
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Fig. 4. Bit error ratio and mutual information of (a) (bA, bC) and (b) (bA, bB). Column (i): The injection
strength ξ is varied. Column (ii): The injection detuning frequency f is varied.

0 to 0.4 in Fig. 4(a-i), the bit error ratio slightly reduces from the ideal 50% down to 30%, while the
mutual information remains below 0.13. As f is tuned from −20 to 20 GHz in Fig. 4(a-ii), the bit error
ratio remains greater than 34%, while the mutual information is less than 0.08. In other words, the
eavesdropper is not able to use bC to obtain much information of bA, which implies the security of
the scheme in Fig. 1.

If perfect identical synchronization is achieved in the response lasers A and B, the bit streams
(bA, bB) become exactly the same such that their error ratio and mutual information approach 0
and 1, respectively. Fig. 4(b) shows the actual comparison of bA and bB, which are subject to the
independent noise inside the two response lasers. As ξ slightly increases from 0 to beyond 0.2 in
Fig. 4(b-i), the common injection becomes sufficiently strong for synchronizing A and B, causing
the bit error ratio to quickly reduce to below 4% and the bit mutual information to rise to the level of
0.8. Such a low error ratio and high mutual information are achieved as f is varied to below −5 GHz
in Fig. 4(b-ii). The synchronization is found to prefer negative detuning frequencies because the
injection typically causes red-shifting through the antiguidance effect [33], [52]. In short, Fig. 4(b)
clearly confirms the correlation of the two bit streams (bA, bB) using a sufficiently strong injection
with a negative detuning frequency. Moreover, for generality, the bit error ratio of (bA, bB) is also
examined when the dynamical parameters of the common laser C are different from those of the
two response lasers. The bit error ratio in fact remains below 8% even when the parameters γc, b,
γn, γp, and γs are all varied together by ±20%. The correlation of (bA, bB) mainly relies on matching
the parameters of lasers A and B, rather than on the parameters of laser C.

If the parameters of lasers A and B are not exactly matched, their synchronization becomes
imperfect. Fig. 5(i) compares the bit error ratio between (bA, bB) when the two response lasers have
a parameter mismatch δ. The common injection is kept at (ξ, f ) = (0.2, −5 GHz). The parameters
of A are also kept unchanged, but the parameters of B are varied with a percentage change of δ.
Mismatch is independently introduced to γc, b, γn, γp, and γs for the up-triangles, squares, down-
triangles, diamonds, and left-triangles in Fig. 5(i), where only one of the parameter is mismatched
for each data point. At δ = 0, there is no parameter mismatch so that the bit error ratio minimizes to
about 4%. Errors exist because the two lasers are subject to separate perturbation of their noise. It
is worth noting that the error ratio can be reduced by orders of magnitude through adopting various
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Fig. 5. Bit error ratio of (bA, bB) as a function of the parameter mismatch between lasers A and B.

Fig. 6. Bit error ratio of (bA, bB) versus (i) free-running laser linewidth, (ii) detection bandwidth, and
(iii) digitization threshold for both lasers A and B.

techniques including dual-threshold sampling and forward-error-correction coding [2], [6], [13]. As
δ deviates from zero, the parameter mismatch quickly causes a degradation of the synchronization
such that the bit error ratio increases. The bit error ratio is most sensitive to γc as it governs the rate
of photon decay [53]. Furthermore, mismatch is introduced simultaneously to all the five parameters
for the circles in Fig. 5(i), where the error ratio increases nearly linearly to 30% with a mismatch δ

of only about ±7%. Therefore, highly correlated bit streams can only be generated when the two
response lasers are closely matched in parameters.

In addition to the mismatch of the five dynamical parameters of lasers A and B, the output bits
in CRBG are sensitive to the process of detection and digitization, as Fig. 1 shows. So Fig. 5(ii)
investigates the mismatch in the free-running linewidths of the two lasers, the detection bandwidths
of the two ADCs, as well as the digitization thresholds in squares, circles, and triangles, respectively.
The five dynamical parameters of lasers A and B are set equal in Fig. 5(ii). The free-running
linewidths, as controlled by the noise strengths in lasers A and B, do not significantly affect the error
ratio when their mismatch is tuned merely by ±20%. The mismatch of the detection bandwidths
or the digitization thresholds, on the other hand, significantly affects the error ratio for bit streams
(bA, bB). Furthermore, without considering any mismatch, the free-running linewidths of lasers A
and B, the detection bandwidths of the ADCs, and the digitization thresholds are independently
varied in Figs. 6(i), 6(ii), and 6(iii), respectively. In Fig. 6(i), as the noise strengths are tuned
for both response lasers, the linewidths decrease and the bit error ratio reduces accordingly. In
Fig. 6(ii), the error ratio generally reduces as the detection bandwidths of the ADCs increase in
approaching the effective bandwidths of 18 GHz for the chaotic spectra in Figs. 2(b-ii) and 2(c-ii).
As for tuning the digitization thresholds in Fig. 6(iii), the bit error ratio does not vary by much, though
the thresholds are known to affect the quality of randomness [42].

The randomness of streams bA and bB are individually examined using the NIST statistical tests
of Special Publication 800-22 in Table I. The common injection strength and detuning frequency
are kept unchanged. The parameter mismatch between the two response lasers is set to zero. The
NIST tests are conducted for each stream using 1000 sets of 106 bits. At significance level of 0.01
for random bits, the success proportion should be in the range of 0.99 ± 0.0094392. The composite
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TABLE 1

NIST Test Results for Output Bit Streams bA and bB

Stream bA Stream bB

Statistical test P -value Proportion Result P -value Proportion Result

Frequency 0.022149 0.9840 Pass 0.005166 0.9860 Pass

Block frequency 0.005932 0.9930 Pass 0.004177 0.9900 Pass

Cumulative sums 0.003767 0.9820 Pass 0.010165 0.9840 Pass

Runs 0.670396 0.9950 Pass 0.849708 0.9920 Pass

Longest run 0.725829 0.9890 Pass 0.021849 0.9900 Pass

Rank 0.743915 0.9890 Pass 0.872425 0.9910 Pass

FFT 0.461612 0.9910 Pass 0.618385 0.9920 Pass

Non-overlapping templates 0.003767 0.9810 Pass 0.003795 0.9830 Pass

Overlapping templates 0.003604 0.9840 Pass 0.651693 0.9900 Pass

Universal 0.548314 0.9860 Pass 0.368587 0.9860 Pass

Approximate entropy 0.884671 0.9940 Pass 0.528111 0.9910 Pass

Random excursions 0.005042 0.9851 Pass 0.052160 0.9820 Pass

Random excursions variant 0.024911 0.9834 Pass 0.006935 0.9870 Pass

Serial 0.148653 0.9890 Pass 0.131879 0.9910 Pass

Linear complexity 0.707513 0.9890 Pass 0.036113 0.9960 Pass

Total 15 15

Fig. 7. Number of passed NIST tests for bA (up-triangles) and bB (down-triangles). The output bit rate
is varied by varying the sampling rate fs of the ADCs.

P -value should be larger than 0.0001 for uniformity. Both bA and bB are observed to pass all the 15
NIST tests in Table I. CRBG is achieved using the scheme of unidirectional optical injection in Fig. 1,
where randomness of the bits are verified in Table I and correlations are observed in Fig. 4(b).

Additionally, Fig. 7 shows the number of passes in the NIST tests as the output bit rate is varied
by varying the sampling rates fs of the ADCs in Fig. 1. The results for the output bit streams bA and
bB are respectively shown as up-triangles and down-triangles in Fig. 7. For each of the bit streams,
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all 15 NIST tests are passed as the output bit rate is tuned up to about 2 Gbps, which can be further
increased by extracting multiple bits from each sample [41], [42]. The use of optical injection without
feedback in Fig. 1 enables such a continuous tunability of the bit rate while maintaining randomness
of the output bits [41]. The bit rate can be further increased by utilizing low significant bits of the
ADCs with higher resolutions.

4. Discussion
Previously reported approaches for CRBG often utilized optical feedback for yielding the chaotic
lasers as the common sources [3], [6]. For comparison, Fig. 1 is modified by removing the master
laser M and introducing an optical feedback into the common laser C, while keeping the rest of
the settings in the schematic unchanged. Numerical simulation is conducted by replacing the CW
injection term ξCγcexp(−i2πfCt) in (1) by a feedback term ξCγcaC(t − τ), where τ = 0.5 ns denotes
the feedback delay time. The strength of the feedback is optimized to ξC = 0.06, which minimizes
the residual autocorrelation of the laser at τ [37], [39]. The chaotic emission from C continues to
optically inject the response lasers A and B for outputting bit streams (bA, bB). Inevitably, despite the
optimized suppression of the time-delay signature for the common laser C, the residual time-delay
information from C is injected to the response lasers, so the output bit streams (bA, bB) are found
to fail the NIST randomness tests [41]. Though the injection parameters of the response lasers can
be optimized for further suppressing the time-delay information in the output bits, they cannot be
simultaneously optimized for minimizing the bit error ratio in CRBG [40]. By contrast, the approach
of unidirectional optical injection detailed in Section 2 has the unique advantage of involving no
feedback loops, thereby completely avoiding any time-delay information artifacts in the output bits
in CRBG.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, CRBG by the unidirectional optical injection of semiconductor lasers is numerically
investigated. Due to chaotic injection from a common laser, the two response lasers are synchro-
nized to successfully generate correlated random bits for a low bit error ratio below 4% and a high
mutual information of about 0.8, which are attained by a negatively detuned injection of a sufficiently
strong strength. Moreover, the CRBG is secure as it relies on closely matching the parameters of
the two response lasers, where a mismatch of all the parameters by 7% drastically increases the
error ratio to 30%. Though the injection uses a public channel, an eavesdropper can only attempt to
recover the bits with an error ratio as high as 38%. Furthermore, the common laser is itself driven
into chaos by CW injection, no feedback loop is involved so that the output rate can be continuously
tuned up to 2 Gbps, while randomness is maintained according to the verifications by the NIST tests.
The approach of CRBG by optical injection without feedback is potentially applicable to improving
chaos-based key distribution schemes.
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